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The widespread diffusion of Online Social Networks has given unforeseen opportunities for their users to 

share contents and mutually interact. However, current platforms offer inadequate guarantees as far as 

concerns the privacy of their users. To address these issues and leave to the users more control on their 

data, several recent proposals suggest to decentralize the storage of social data, aiming at leaving their 

control entirely to their owners. This approach has lead to the definition of Decentralized Online Social 

Networks (DOSNs), ranging from completely decentralized solutions, i.e. P2P solutions, to hybrid systems 

integrating external and private resources for storing user data. While DOSNs allow users to have more 

control over their data, they raise new challenges concerning the management and availability of social 

data. Guaranteeing data availability in a highly dynamic environment, defining proper algorithms for in- 

formation diffusion and guaranteeing data privacy in a distributed setting are currently open problems in 

this area. 

This survey presents an overview of these challenges and of the main solutions presented in the litera- 

ture. Existing proposals are classified taking into account the strategies adopted to manage social data, 

focusing on the data availability and on information diffusion. The survey also presents the new privacy 

issues arising in DOSNs. Finally, an overview of the main open issues in this research area is presented. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Online Social Networks (OSNs) are nowadays one of the most

popular applications in the Internet. They have attracted a huge

amount of users during the last years by changing the way people

communicate and interact. Facebook can be considered the most

representative OSN with, at the beginning of 2018, more than 2

billion active users, and the highest number of daily users con-

nections. OSNs provide several services [1] offering to their users

the opportunity of building a public profile, looking up new friends

among the registered users, establishing relationships, and sharing

content. Furthermore, these platforms also allow sharing of infor-

mation within groups of users and the possibility of building com-

munities of users characterized by common interests. 

One of the major problems of current OSNs, which are mainly

developed on centralized platforms, concerns the privacy of the

users’ data. Indeed, social data are stored in centralized servers,

and the companies running the OSNs, use these data for com-
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ercial goals. In May 2015, a report 1 commissioned by the Bel-

ian Data Protection Authority based on the analysis of OSN poli-

ies and terms-of-use, concluded that Facebook gives users a false

ense of control over their data privacy. More recently, it has been

vident to the general public that Facebook data might have been

old without any consent of the legitimate owners. These are only

ew examples of several legal issues that involve not only Face-

ook, but also further OSNs, like Twitter, or Google+. Furthermore,

entralized OSNs may suffer of other problems, like limited scala-

ility and high maintenance costs to manage data of large number

f users [2] . 

All these issues have led researchers to propose alternative so-

utions based on the decentralization of OSN services. A Decentral-

zed Online Social Network (DOSN) [3] is an online social network

mplemented on a distributed platform. In a DOSN, there is no sin-

le service provider but a set of nodes that cooperate to guarantee

ll the functionalities offered by a centralized OSN. Decentraliza-

ion gives several benefits in terms of privacy. Indeed, there is no

entral entity that has the control on all users’ data or changes the
1 https://www.huntonprivacyblog.com/tag/belgium/ . 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.osnem.2018.07.001
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Fig. 1. Distributed Online Social Network architectures. 
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xisting terms of service, and this gives to the users more control

ver their data. 

Moving from a centralized to a distributed architecture gives

he opportunity to develop the social network platform by exploit-

ng different distributed models. Following the way of how people

nteract with each other in a social network makes P2P architec-

ures [4] a natural way to implement DOSNs. However, several al-

ernative solutions are possible, like exploiting network of trusted

ervers, or mobile and opportunistic networks. Also hybrid solu-

ions where the user exploits both the storage of its own device

nd a cloud storage service are possible [3] . 

Researchers have presented several solutions for DOSNs in the

ast decade. Furthermore, recent years have seen several initiatives

o implement and deploy real DOSNs. Just to provide a few exam-

les, the precursor of current DOSNs can be considered Diaspora

5] , a solution based on a federation of trusted servers, which has

ained a lot of popularity, despite not fully decentralized. Other

OSNs, like Tent and Friendica, are based on similar concepts. On

he other hand, Retroshare is a fully decentralized DOSN, designed

o provide maximum security and anonymity to its users. 

While decentralization gives interesting possibilities for increas-

ng the privacy level of users’ data, it introduces many challenges,

till to be solved. These mainly concern the management of so-

ial data in a distributed environment. With the term “social data”,

e identify all data exchanged in the Social Networks concerning

oth information related to the users (contact details, describing

he userâs identity, relationships, community memberships, etc..)

nd generated contents (comments, posts, etc..). One of the main

roblems is to guarantee the availability of social data, in an envi-

onment characterized by a high level of dynamism. Another main

roblem is related to the development of techniques for propagat-

ng social updates in an efficient way. Finally, even if data is no

ore stored on centralized servers, new privacy issues have to be

olved, for instance detecting trusted nodes that may host the pro-

le of off-line users. 

This paper reviews the main solutions proposed in the litera-

ure to solve these challenges and presents a classification of the

xisting solutions. We describe in detail the DOSN research chal-

enges, focusing, in particular, on the data management problem.

irst we introduce a classification of the main architectural solu-

ions for DOSNs. Then, we introduce existing approaches for guar-

nteeing data availability, and the main techniques used to spread

ocial content among the users of the social network. 

Existing surveys or taxonomies [3,6,7] provide a detailed de-

cription of DOSNs, mainly from a privacy and security point of

iew. They address only partially other important issues, such as

anaging social data in a distributed environment, and do not pro-

ide a classification of existing proposals based on this characteris-

ic. On the other hand, we focus on the data management problem

n DOSNs and present current techniques for data availability, in-

ormation diffusion, and data privacy in a distributed environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , after

 general overview of DOSNs, we propose a coarse classification of
xisting systems and we introduce the main research open issues.

ection 3 presents the structures used to represent social data.

ection 4 introduces current techniques to guarantee data avail-

bility and classify them, while Section 5 discusses and classifies

he techniques used to spread social information. In Section 6 we

escribe data privacy in DOSNs. In Section 7 , we present relevant

xamples of DOSNs. Section 8 discusses the limitations of current

olutions and open problems and concludes the paper. 

. Decentralized Online Social Networks: overview and key 

esearch challenges 

A general model for the decentralization of the services in an

SN is given in [8] , where a DOSN is defined as a distributed

ystem including a Social Network (SN), a Social Networking Ser-

ice (SNS) and a Communication and Transport (CT) level. Using

 network stack layering representation, SN is located on the top

ayer, SNS is the intermediate layer, and CT is the bottom one. The

N level provides the common social network functionalities, such

s chat, mails, wall posts and/or tweets, etc..., while the SNS is

sually implemented by a P2P network, i.e. a distributed network

omposed of a large number of distributed, heterogeneous, au-

onomous, and highly dynamic peers sharing their own resources

processing power, storage capacity files contents, etc...). The par-

icipants of the P2P network can act as a server and a client at the

ame time and their functionalities are accessible by other peers

irectly, without passing through intermediary entities. Finally, the

T level consists of Internet, mobile or opportunistic infrastruc-

ures that are used by the above levels to communicate. 

DOSNs can be classified by considering the overlay connecting

he peers of the users participating to the social network and, pos-

ibly, a set of external resources. As shown in Fig. 1 , DOSNs can

e classified in three categories. A first coarse grained distinction

epends on whether external storage services are exploited. Solu-

ions exploiting only the peers of the users participating to the so-

ial network can be further classified as: 

• solutions exploiting a Distributed Hash Table ( DHT-based sys-

tem ), whose nodes are those of the users participating to the

social network, where the overlay connecting the peers is de-

fined by the specific DHT topology. The DHT can be exploited

both to store the social content and as an indexing service. 

• proposals where peers are connected through a social overlay

(SO) ( SO-based system ), where a logical connection between a

pair of nodes corresponds to a friendship relationship. Solutions

is this class may also exploit a DHT, generally only as an index-

ing service. 

In those systems that exploit the DHT to store social content,

ata are stored encrypted in the DHT [9] . Since mapping of data to

ode storages is guided by an hash function, users can not control

here data are stored. Other systems choose “trusted” nodes to

tore content replica and use the DHT only to index these replica.
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nodes are connected with unknown nodes in the network and 

2 https://socialpilot.co/blog/125- amazing- social- media- statistics- know- 2016/ . 
In this case, the use of cryptography is not mandatory due to the

use of trusted nodes. 

Let us define the concept of social overlay in more details.

In a social overlay nodes are connected to other nodes corre-

sponding to social acquaintances, as explained in [10] . In the sim-

plest model the links of the social overlay correspond to the links

of the social graph, in particular each user is connected to all

other users in its ego network. The ego network [11] is a so-

cial network model typically used to model a social overlay. Let

us consider the classical model of OSNs described by a graph

G = (V, E) , where V represents the set of users and E the set of

links modeling the social relations between them. When consid-

ering the simplest formalization of OSN, G models relationships

self-defined by each user (for instance friendship relations de-

fined by the users in Facebook) and contains an edge between any

pair of friends. The ego network of a user represents a structure

built around the user that contains its direct friends, known as al-

ters and also the direct connections between the alters. Formally,

each vertex u ∈ V can be seen as an ego and EN(u ) = (V u , E u ) is

the ego network of u where V u = { u } ∪ { v ∈ V | (u, v ) ∈ E} , and E u =
{ (a, b) ∈ E| a = u ∨ b = u ∨ { a, b} ⊆ V u } . N(u ) = V u − { u } is the set of

adjacent nodes of u . 

The simple model where each link of the ego-network corre-

sponds to a link of the social overlay is not realistic, because ego-

networks may be very large. In SO-based DOSNs each user defines

connections with a subset of the nodes in its ego-network, and the

choice of these nodes may be different according to the specific

ego-network. In SO-based systems, each user has a set of replicas,

but it keeps its data until it is online and transmits them to the

requesting friends through the social overlay. When the user is of-

fline, the set of replica nodes are responsible to manage data on

behalf of the owner. 

Note that, actually, many DOSNs are based on an hybrid archi-

tecture that exploits both a social overlay and a DHT for managing

the overlay, i.e. for bootstrapping new users, for look-up services,

and to guarantee a complete connectivity of the network. 

Finally, due to the advent of cloud services, several DOSNs in-

tegrate the distributed layer with external resources, such as cloud

storage services. In the following, we will refer this second class of

solutions as external resource-based proposals . 

2.1. Research challenges 

Decentralizing the functionalities of the OSNs requires finding

solutions to tackle the issues associated with the decentralization.

The focus of this survey is mainly on the challenges associated to

the Data Management Services for DOSNs. With this term we re-

fer to the set of functionalities needed to guarantee data availabil-

ity, the diffusion of social information, and the protection of social

data. In a centralized OSN, the servers guarantee both the avail-

ability and the diffusion of the information, with a cost in terms

of privacy. In a distributed system, such as a P2P network, guar-

anteeing both the data availability and information diffusion is a

challenge due to the dynamic and distributed nature of these sys-

tems. Specifically, the main challenges for defining the Data Man-

agement Services are the following ones. 

• Data availability/persistence . 

Current social networks allow a user to set its presence infor-

mation (e.g., being online, busy, offline) and share this informa-

tion with the other ones. Some social network rely on users to

select their presence status, while in other applications, mainly

mobile applications, the status is often inferred from the activ-

ity of the user and set to offline when the application is exe-

cuted in background. Instead, in this paper, whenever we here-

after refer to a user being online, we mean that the user’s ap-
plication is running in foreground or in background, and does

not refer to the current presence status of the user. Similarly,

we refer to a user being offline when its application is not run-

ning because the user has logged out. 

The problem of data availability occurs because data in a DOSN

are stored on users and are available only when the user is on-

line, while they should be always accessible, even when it is

offline. Without a centralized storage, data should be therefore

replicated on other nodes to be always available. This is one of

the most important problems in every distributed system, but

it is particularly important for DOSNs, where social contents are

very frequently required by users and the amount of new con-

tents is very high (if we consider OSNs, such as Facebook, the

last year there were 50 0,0 0 0 Facebook likes every minute and

1.3 million pieces of content were generated every minute of

every day 2 ). 

The high level of dynamicity of DOSNs infrastructures makes

the problem more challenging. Dynamism is a well-known

characteristic of distributed systems, like P2P or mobile net-

works, where peers can enter and leave the system at any time,

even if dynamism of users of a social network has some pecu-

liar characteristics. Note that two types of dynamism can occur,

at different levels. The first type of dynamism regards the in-

frastructure and is related to the churn of users corresponding

to the user logging in/off the social application. Therefore, in

different snapshots, the social overlay may change due to the

users’ churn. 

Furthermore, since social relationships can change due to the

addition and/or the removal of relations between users and of

the number of users of the DOSN, the structure of the social

graph changes during time. This second type of dynamism is

present also in centralized OSN, but in DOSN it may have an

impact on the structure of the underlying overlay, especially for

SO-based proposals. 

• Information diffusion . In a OSN, each update from one user must

be notified to all its direct social contacts and beyond (i.e.

friends of friends), depending on the type of social network.

In a DOSN, the definition of mechanisms for the diffusion of

data is therefore fundamental. These are required, for instance,

to manage users’ updates, i.e. status updates, published posts,

comments and so on. Each update from one user must be prop-

agated to all its social connections in a scalable and efficient

way. 

• Privacy . Data can be stored not only on the node of profile

owner, but also on others which can be both known and un-

known nodes. The classical requirements for privacy should be

refined to consider the context of DOSNs. Moreover, in an OSN,

users’ data may be characterized by different levels of privacy.

Without specific mechanisms for guaranteeing privacy, data

could be accessed by everyone so causing privacy breaches. En-

cryption is usually used in DOSNs to keep control over social

contents. However, the classical requirements for privacy should

be refined in the context of DOSNs. 

Other important challenges are summarized in the following

ist: 

• Scalability . Mapping a social graph onto a distributed network

can be very expensive due to the number of social links for

each node, so the cost of mirroring the social network links into

distributed network links can be high, and it can be very inef-

ficient due to the high number of inactive links. 

• Topology . In classical P2P applications, such as file sharing,

https://socialpilot.co/blog/125-amazing-social-media-statistics-know-2016/
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Fig. 2. Social contents representation. 
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they exchange content with any other nodes in the network. In

a DOSN, the information about social relationships is important

and nodes may be connected according to their social relation-

ships. This should facilitate operations such as information dif-

fusion or data storage, and also the definition of trusted over-

lay connections. As a downside, given the possibility of a rela-

tively small set of friends, this would limit the availability and

robustness of data access. For these reasons, finding an over-

lay topology that exploits social relationships and, as the same

time, overcome previous limitations, is a current challenge. 

• Physical locality . Today, mobile devices are the most used way to

connect to the Internet, and in particular to the OSNs. The in-

troduction of these devices has enabled the creation of mobile

social networks connecting people that are physically close to

each other. This opens the way to novel challenges, for instance

taking advantage of users’ close proximity for the definition of

ad-hoc virtual communities or detecting the periodic physical

locality patterns of the users to improve their knowledge about

opportunities to socialize. 

. Social data representation: an overview 

In this section, we briefly review how social data is generally

epresented. Like in OSNs, also in DOSNs a user is represented by a

rofile that can be considered his/her digital proxy, stored on one

r more nodes. In detail, a profile represents the virtual identity

f the user, and usually contains personal information, like private

nformation (name, date of birth, town, etc.), friends list, posts (or

weets), comments, videos and photos [12] . DOSNs adopt several

olutions to represent users’ profiles as containers of social con-

ents. 

In [13] a social profile is hierarchically modeled by a tree whose

odes correspond to the social contents. Each node is paired both

ith a unique identifier and with a privacy policy describing the

ccess policies to that content, while the root of the tree is the

ntry point for all the data contained in the user’s profile. Fig. 2

 shows the hierarchical organization of a user’s profile, including,

t the first level, the post and images content categories, and, at

he second level, the specific posts and images. Each node of the

ree is paired with a privacy policy that defines a set of authorized

sers. 

In DECENT [14] a profile is a root object, which contains refer-

nces to container objects ( Fig. 2 b). A social content like a status

pdate, a shared link, a photo or video, or a photo album is stored

n a container object that has two components: the main content

nd a list of comments/annotations. Indeed, each profile is hierar-
hically organized, but without enforcing a tree structure. Indeed

 single object can have multiple parents objects (i.e. a photo or a

ideo). 

In LifeSocial.KOM [15] , social contents, i.e. Data Objects , contain

tomic information, like a profile or a photo, and also additional

inks to other objects, for instance a Data Object representing an

lbum contains links to a set of photos. Distributed linked lists are

sed to store the objects linked to the original atomic object. 

In [16] data are managed as items and the system supports two

inds of items: objects and access policies. Objects are the core

f the user’s profile. An object is immutable, like Facebook wall

osts, comments, etc. Every object has a unique descriptor contain-

ng information about the owner, a sequential number, and an ex-

ression in the access-policy language proposed by Confidant [16] .

bjects consists of meta-data header followed by the content. The

wner and the sequential number uniquely identify the object. 

. Data availability 

One of the main challenges for distributed systems in gen-

ral is guaranteeing data availability when the application of the

ata owner is offline. Several techniques have been proposed to

olve the data availability problem in the general context of dis-

ributed systems; for instance, distributed caching [17,18] , dynamic

ata replication [19] and erasure coding [20] . However, traditional

pproaches can not be easily adapted to DOSNs because of the dif-

erent usage patterns [21] . Indeed, OSN applications online sessions

re different with respect to temporal patterns of other applica-

ions, for instance file sharing or content distributed networks [22] ,

nd for this reason, techniques such as erasure coding are not easy

o implement. 

Moreover, users’ social data are generally accessed only by spe-

ific sets of users, for instance its friends or friends-of-friends.

hese peculiar characteristics of DOSNs may be exploited for man-

ging social data storage and retrieval. For instance, a user could

hoose its friends for storing its private contents, because these

odes are considered trusted and can also exploit the knowledge

f their temporal behaviour to choose the best node(s) where to

eplicate the data. 

In the following sections we describe the techniques currently

sed to guarantee data availability in existing DOSNs which will be

resented in detail in Section 7 . Fig. 3 presents the main classifi-

ation of current proposals that follows the DOSNs categorization

hown in Fig. 1 . We describe for each category the main character-

stics used to implement data availability approaches. For instance,

s described in Fig. 3 , DHT-based approaches use the DHT as
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Fig. 3. Data availabilityin DOSNs. 
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storage or they exploit it as a globally search-able information

directory where they store information about pointers to replica

nodes, chosen among both trusted and untrusted nodes. The set of

trusted nodes is chosen by using temporal information and social

graph properties. The various parameters used in selection replicas

can be classified as showed: prediction and session length are used

as temporal information and interaction between users is chosen

as property of the social graph. Solutions presented hereafter are

typically designed to be general and not specific to any type of

content, such as photos or profile information. 

4.1. Data availability: storing content on the DHT 

DOSNs, which use a DHT for storing social data, rely on the un-

derlying DHT replication mechanisms for data availability. The DHT

guarantees a high level of availability by distributing and repli-

cating data among the online peers. In this way, data are always

available and usually, they are also evenly distributed among the

peers, depending on the load balancing mechanisms of the under-

lying DHT. 

However, the use of a DHT for storing social data in DOSNs has

several associated problems. Since in a DHT the mapping of data

to nodes is governed by the hash function, the user cannot control

it and its data are, in general, stored on untrusted peers. This may

arise privacy concerns similar to those of a centralized solution,

which are generally tackled by exploiting cryptographic solutions. 

The second concern regards the huge amount of social data

generated by current OSNs which may produce a lot of traffic in

the underlying social overlay. For example, Facebook users gener-

ate 250 million posts per hour and users like over 4 million posts

every minute 3 . With a high level of social contents generated by

users, the performance of a DHT are reduced due to the continuous

production of new contents. Several ”latent” interactions may also

be present, [23] , which are passive actions such as profile browsing

that cannot be observed by traditional measurement techniques.

Latent interactions affect the traffic of social contents in the net-

work and they are much more prevalent and frequent than visible

events. 

When a content is stored on a DHT, each access to social data

implies a sequence of routing steps to retrieve it. Though most

DHTs define efficient routing algorithms, the traffic on the network

increases by a factor proportional to the number of routing hops

required to access a content. 
3 http://wersm.com/how- much- data- is- generated- every- minute- on- social- media/ . 

i  

b  

c  
Finally, the high dynamicity of DOSNs implies a high mainte-

ance cost for the DHT, in particular a high overhead for maintain-

ng the data structures required for the routing service [24] . 

.2. Data availability: exploiting trusted nodes 

An alternative solution replicates users’ data on trusted nodes.

his solution is generally implemented in SO-based DOSNs, where

ata is generally stored on nodes connected to the user’s node

hrough social overlay connections. However, common P2P repli-

ation techniques are not suitable in a SO-based DOSNs due to

he different characteristics of the online behaviour of social users

ompared to other P2P applications, such as file sharing. Indeed,

he online patterns of DOSN users are more discontinuous than

n traditional decentralized applications [22,25] . Considering the

se of trusted nodes, the availability of data is strongly dependent

n user behaviour. The analysis of the users’ behaviour is essen-

ial to guarantee a high level of social-data availability [12,26,27] ,

nd current proposals exploit the behaviour of users to define

pecific replica selection strategies. The most important param-

ter for the replication strategies is the temporal behaviour of

sers. As explained in [28] , availability is not well-modeled by

 single-parameter distribution, but instead it is a combination

f several time-varying distributions: short-term daily joins and

eaves of individual hosts, and long-term host arrivals and depar-

ures. This characterization is a consequence of the different be-

aviour of users in a DOSN. Indeed, as explained in [25] , user ses-

ions are shorter than 20 min (median value of 24 min). Only a

ew users sessions have a long duration, exceeding two hours. In

ection 4.4 we describe the selection strategies used to guarantee

he data availability when trusted nodes are used, even when the

pproach exploits also a DHT. 

.3. Availability in External Resource-based Solutions 

External Resource-based DOSNs offer a compromise between

he use of a centralized server and a completely decentralized sys-

em. Data availability in External Resource-based DOSNs is guar-

nteed by exploiting external resources, generally cloud services.

loud services are currently a well-known solution because they

rovide a storage service always available and which can scale up

nd down to address any storage capacity requirement. 

Several solutions exploit hybrid solutions that combine dis-

ributed storage with cloud services. One of the main motivations

or a hybrid solution is to increase the Quality of Service (QoS). In

29] , authors show that a pure distributed storage, like the ones

sed in SO-based DOSNs, may have poor QoS. To address this,

29] proposes F2BOX, which allows to tune the QoS level by tuning

wo parameters: the target level of data availability and the frac-

ion of data stored in the Cloud. 

In [30] , a Cloud-assisted data replication (Cadros) is proposed

hich uses full replication to increase the data availability and

rasure codes to store data in the cloud. In detail, Cadros em-

loys two data replication techniques: all data replicas generated

y full replication are stored among friend nodes, while conven-

ional erasure coding techniques are used to store data segments

n the cloud, to avoid the complexity of using encryption. By ap-

lying the erasure code, the original data are split into m data seg-

ents, which are then encoded into n new data segments. When a

ser needs data, only r data segments of the n encoded segments

an be used to reconstruct the original data. In Cadros, nodes can

e online or offline, and the online and offline sessions follow cer-

ain probability distributions. Moreover, users publish data follow-

ng certain probability process (e.g., Poisson process). This proba-

ilistic behaviour is taken into account to generate the full repli-

as, and it is used to predict the values of two metrics: the storage

http://wersm.com/how-much-data-is-generated-every-minute-on-social-media/
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apacity that the friend circle can contribute to and the amount of

ata friends requests can update at a future time point. When a

ser publishes content, the data replicas are created and stored in

he storage pools, which are either the online friends or the Cloud

erver. If the storage capacity is unlimited, the newly published

ata will just be added. Instead, if the storage capacity is limited

nd/or the storage space is already full, the oldest data will be re-

laced with the new one. 

In [31] three schemes for storing data are proposed: a cloud-

ased scheme, a desktop-based scheme and, a hybrid scheme. The

hree schemes differ in the placement of Virtual Individual Servers

VISs) and personal data. In cloud-based decentralization, VISs are

osted by an infrastructure such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud

EC2), and the main advantage of this scheme is its high availabil-

ty. Unfortunately, hosting a VIS in a cloud is currently costly. In

he second approach, VISs run on desktop-class machines owned

y users. This solution is partially distributed and has a lower cost,

ut it suffers from lower availability due to the high churn of users.

o increase availability, authors propose the third approach which

s obtained by combining the desktop-based scheme with a cloud-

ased service. This approach has the potential of combining low

ost and high availability. 

.4. Replica selection strategies 

As said before, replication is the most used technique to man-

ge the data availability problem in DOSNs. A replication technique

s characterized by a selection strategy used to choose where to

eplicate the data (replica nodes). 

In this section we do not discuss replication strategies for DHT-

ased DOSNs which store content only on the DHT, because, in this

ase, replication strategies are those of the underlying DHT and are

ot under the control of the DOSN. However, we consider all the

trategies that involve trusted nodes, even when the DHT is used. 

In recent years, several replication strategies have been pro-

osed which may exploit different policies for replica placement:

7] : 

• strategies based on trust relationships of a user with other

ones. 

• strategies based on specific parameters. The most relevant is

some statistic measure of the online sessions of the friends’ ap-

plication. 

• replicas chosen by the user itself. 

The two major users’ features used to define a replication strat-

gy are the following ones [12] : 

• Temporal behavior. The analysis of the behavior of the users in

terms of online presence in a system is defined as temporal be-

haviour . In a social network, both centralized and distributed,

this concerns the user’s usage of the system, which may be ac-

tive, by producing social contents, or only passive, when the

user only access the social content of the other ones. 

• Social graph. The social graph may guide the replication strate-

gies, by exploiting social information such as friendship type,

common interests, closeness, trustworthiness, tie strength, etc.

The two main features generally exploited to define a replica-

tion strategy are: the friendship relationships [32–36] and the

trustworthiness, usually estimated by the level of social inter-

actions [12,13] . 

Before investigating the different replication strategies more

eeply, we introduce the main metrics used to evaluate the effec-

iveness of a replication strategy in DOSNs: Pure availability and

riend Availability [33] . These metrics are proposed because in a

OSN the availability can be considered not only as the availabil-

ty of data for all the users, but also as the availability of the data
or a set of interested users, called friends. Pure Availability mea-

ures the fraction of time data is available in a given time period.

n the context of DOSN, however, people interested in the user’s

ata are primarily its friends. For this reason the Friend Availabil-

ty has been introduced to measure the fraction of time a user’s

ata is available when its friends are online. 

Other metrics concern the replication degree and the peer load

32] . The replication degree is the number of replicas hosting a

serâs profile, instead the peer load measures the storage load of

 peer due to the number of social contents assigned to it. 

.4.1. Replica selection guided by temporal behaviour 

The main difference between all strategies in this category is

ow the temporal behaviour is modeled. 

A common problem in designing the replication strategies

ased on temporal behaviors is the lack of public available statis-

ics about the online behaviour of users in existing OSNs. How-

ver, in the last few years, some studies have been conducted. In

37] , an empirical study of the various system properties of DOSNs

nd the parameters that influence them have been investigated.

uthors explained that one of the most important parameters to

haracterize data availability is the online time of a user, while the

roperties of the social graph are generally used to minimize the

umber of replicas, or to manage the load balancing. 

A typical information used to define a selection strategy ex-

loits the session length, as presented in [12] . Several studies gen-

rate synthetic models of the temporal behavior of a user, and

f the corresponding sessions length, because of the lack of real

ataset. These approaches usually take into account the behav-

or of the users in other distributed applications. For instance, in

37] three different user session time models are presented. Au-

hors assume that a user could be: 

• Sporadic : a user is online several time a day sporadically. Au-

thors adopt a fixed session length of 20 minutes, as a conserva-

tive choice, on the basis of the results collected from the Orkut

social network. 

• Continuous-Fixed Length , all users are assumed to be online,

each day of the week, during a continuous time window of a

fixed length; the time slot of a user session is centered around

the majority of the observed time of their activity. 

• Continuous-Random Length , it is the same of the previous

model, but each user randomly chooses its own online session

length time window in the range [2,8] hours. 

The Sporadic model is considered by the authors as the most

ealistic one. In [33] , the session length is modeled, independently

rom the session starting time, using the Weibull distribution. 

Some approaches exploit evaluations based on real datasets.

or instance, [25] , analyses a Facebook dataset containing the on-

ine user behaviour. Real data show a daily temporal pattern of

sers and each user has, on average, less than 100 daily sessions,

hile the average number of daily sessions for user is less than

 sessions. Almost half of the sessions are shorter than 20 min

nd a significant percentage (about 34%) of sessions are less than

0 min. Almost 50% of users present an inter-arrival time shorter

han 1 hour. These data are confirmed considering a larger period

f 1 month [26] . 

Another current trend is using predictors to foresee the avail-

bility of users. A predictor takes into account the history of the

nline behaviour of a user to predict if a user could be online in

 specific interval of time. In [26] , a linear predictor is used to

hoose the replica nodes. In [38] authors define five different fea-

ures, which differ depending on the set of users considered (in-

ividual or global) and by periodicity (daily, weekly, and flat) and

ombine them with logistic regression, to predict the probability

or each individual user to be online in a future time instant. 
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An example of a replica selection strategy exploiting previous

techniques is given in [32] . In this work the users’ online time peri-

ods represents, with a predefined granularity (e.g., minutes, hours,

days), the time period during which they are active on the so-

cial network. This parameter can be either a user input or it may

be approximated from the users activity history by exploiting one

of the techniques previously discussed. The replica selection al-

gorithm chooses the minimum number of replica, chosen among

trusted friends (see next section), that maximize the availability of

the user profile, on the basis of their online period. The replica se-

lection is modeled as a set cover problem , and, since this problem

is NP-hard, an approximated greedy algorithm is defined which se-

lects, at each step, the longest uncovered online period. 

4.4.2. Replica selection strategies guided by the social relationships 

Another common trend for the replica selection is the defini-

tion of a set of trusted nodes, which are chosen by exploiting

friendship relationships (friend nodes or friend-of-friend nodes).

Trusted nodes are used as replica nodes. Some proposals consider

all friends of a user to be trusted for hosting the users profile

replica, while others exploit other notions of trustworthiness. In

the first case, since replicating data at all friends could affect the

cost of storing data in multiple copies, in particular for users with

a large number of friends [27] , some further criteria is needed.

Most of the proposed approaches delegate to the user the choice

of trusted nodes. Only few approaches analyse the interactions be-

tween users to define trusted nodes. 

In the approach proposed by [32] , each user elects a set of

trusted users, among its friends, able to store its profile content

and also to enforce access control on the access requests to the

profile. A subset of the trusted nodes is the Trusted Proxy Set (TPS) ,

which hosts the replica of its social content. Four algorithms are

proposed for the computation of the TPS [32] , respectively, mini-

mizing the number of replicas, minimizing the update propagation

delay, minimizing the access cost incurred in accessing a user’s

profile and, maximizing the replication gain. Moreover, authors de-

fine a set of selection policies [37] which take into account the

online behaviour of users and they exploit various criteria, such

as the choice of random friends or the choice of the most active

friends. 

A similar approach is proposed in [12] , where trustworthiness

and number of replicas leads selection strategies. In a trusted net-

work built by exploiting the interactions between users, authors

propose selection strategies to choose trusted Point of Storages

(PoSs). This work exploits both social and structural properties of

the social graph, but also the users behaviour. Indeed, a numerical

value, called SocialScore is computed for each user to measure the

users suitability as PoS of a specific node, and it takes into account

the tie strength, the gain in terms of trusted connections obtained

by the election of a node, and the average duration of a user ses-

sion that it is a easy way to represents the online behaviour of a

user. 

4.4.3. Other approaches 

In SuperNova [39] , a new node joining the DOSN, initially relies

on a set of super-peers to replicate its data. The list of super-peers

is public and super-peers are selected on the basis of the list of

services they provide, as how much data they can store, for how

long they can store (e.g., for one month), the content they want to

store, etc. Instead, Storekeepers are lists of users who have agreed

to keep replicated data of another users so that when a particu-

lar node n is offline, the friends of n can contact storekeepers to

access its data. Hence, Super-peers or Storekeepers, act as bridges

between the user and its friends. Super-peers collect information

on nodes and suggest to each node that other node can act as a

storekeeper for it. 
. Information diffusion 

Nowadays, OSNs produce a huge amount of contents and inter-

ctions. The strategy adopted to propagate social data plays a key

ole to deliver data to targeted users with a limited latency, and

void message duplication. While in legacy OSNs information dif-

usion can be carried out by the central provider by exploiting the

hole social graph, it is still an open research challenge for DOSNs.

The problem of data dissemination in distributed systems like

ensor networks, P2P platforms, and mobile networks, has already

een investigated. Existing techniques include publish/subscribe

ethods [40,41] , gossip/epidemic protocols [42,43] , probabilistic

outing based on prediction [44] , distributed caching [45] , broad-

ast approaches [46] and Content Distribution Networks (CDN)

47] . 

Information dissemination in structured P2P networks may ex-

loit publish/subscribe (pub/sub) techniques which rely on ren-

ezvous nodes to bring information from a publisher to its sub-

cribers [48] . In general, subscribers register their interests in a

opic and then asynchronously receive events matching their in-

erest. However, rendezvous nodes can become bottlenecks for the

pplication performance and pub/sub methods in structured dis-

ributed systems are sensitive to the dynamics of the network be-

ause of the need to maintain subscription information in presence

f rendezvous nodes churn. 

A gossip-based protocol is based on a repeated probabilistic

utual exchange of information between nodes. In general, gos-

ip protocols are the right choice when scalability and reliability in

pite of high level of failures are major concerns. Gossip protocols

re more generally adopted in unstructured systems, because they

re less susceptible to user’s churn and more robust to failures and

nsure, with a high probability, that a node interested in a content

ill eventually get it. Furthermore, they allow to tune several pa-

ameters according to the required reliability level. 

Hybrid solutions exploiting gossip in structured networks,

ainly for spreading information, are also possible. 

In the following sections, we will restrict our analysis to the

nformation diffusion techniques currently used in DOSNs to dis-

eminate social content updates. 

.1. Information diffusion in DOSNs 

In a DOSN, the information diffusion is related to the update

issemination process . Users’ profiles are continually updated and

hese updates must be distributed in the network to make it avail-

ble to all the interested users. 

Information diffusion methods in DOSNs may be classified as

equest-Reply or active dissemination approaches. In a Request-Reply

ethod, an interested user explicitly sends a request to obtain a

rofile update. This solution is generally exploited to ask for social

ontents to nodes storing replica of the users’ profiles. The node

esponsible for the content replies to the request providing the up-

ate to the interested node. An example is shown in Fig. 4 a. When

he owner creates an update, it sends it to the replica that stores

he update. The interested nodes may ask for that content to one

f the replicas, when the owner is offline. 

Instead, an active dissemination method requires each content to

e actively propagated by the node that has generated or updated

t. Content updates (i.e. the news feed of Facebook), are sent by

he node generating the update to the others, by considering the

tructure of the social graph and potentially the privacy policies.

hese methods generally exploit epidemic protocols that have been

roved to be reliable and robust for data dissemination in P2P and

ireless networks, or broadcast dissemination protocols ( Fig. 4 b). 

A classification of the main methods for information diffusion

n DOSNs, is shown in Fig. 5 . The classification takes into account
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Fig. 4. Information diffusion methods in DOSNs. 

Fig. 5. Information diffusion approaches in DOSNs. 
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he way replicas are updated in the case of Request/Reply approach

nd the way information is diffused in the Active Dissemination

pproach. In detail, the request/reply approach considers the exis-

ence of replicas of the information that needs to be updated. The

pdate of replicas is done by exploiting the DHT and by using epi-

emic approaches, such as gossip techniques. In the Active Dissem-

nation, the information is directly diffused through the interested

odes. The diffusion is implemented by considering broadcast or

ossip protocols. 

Solutions using external resources combined with distributed

torage may exploit one of the previous approaches or a combi-

ation of them. For instance, in [49] , a cloud-assisted dissemina-

ion approach is proposed. When a user generates a content up-

ate, this is first encrypted and sent in the cloud, in a space con-

rolled by that user, afterwards, the update is actively disseminated

mong the nodes via trusted links. 

.1.1. Request-Reply methods 

Request-Reply methods are mainly used in systems that use

ata replication on trusted users, or exploit caching of social data. 

[32] shows how replicating profiles guarantees availability. The

rofile updates are propagated as follows. The replica of a user’s

rofile accepts updates from the user’s friends asynchronously and

hen an update is received, each replica pushes it to to all other

eplicas. When a replica comes online, it announces itself to all

ther online replicas and pulls each update that has been collected

y the other ones. Eventual consistency is guaranteed by the use

f vector clocks. The mapping from a user to its replicas is stored

n the DHT, by exploiting as key the unique identifier of the user.

hen a user u wants to access the profile of a friend f , firstly u

ccesses the DHT to obtain a reference to the replica of the profile
f f , then requests the content directly to a replica that performs

ppropriate authorization. 

In [50] and [51] , a Social Caching approach is presented. The

uthors observe that an active dissemination approach requires to

stablish O ( n 2 ) network connections (where n is the number of

riends), to spread a social update. Therefore, they propose Social

utterfly [50] , a system that selects nodes acting as Social Caches

o reduce the total number of connections necessary for data dis-

emination. Social cache nodes act as ”local servers”, while the

emaining nodes are assigned as members of one or more social

aches to form Social Clusters. A member node only contacts the

ocial caches it is associated with, while a social cache can be a

ember of multiple social clusters. Content producers push so-

ial updates to the social caches they are connected to, while con-

umers fetch data of their friends from their social caches. This so-

ution is not fully distributed because it requires a knowledge of

he entire social graph. In [51] authors propose SocialCDN, an evo-

ution of the previous solution, which is a fully distributed solu-

ion that does not require global knowledge about the entire social

raph. The problem of minimizing the number of social caches is

lose to the Neighbour-Dominating problem and the authors pro-

ose a fully distributed algorithms to solve this problem. The selec-

ion of social caches is social-relationship driven and social caches

re selected to cache updates only for friends to ensure security re-

uirements and only allow one hop communication. A similar ap-

roach is also used in Supernova. 

Request-reply approaches are used also for external resource-

ased and hybrid solutions. In [16] , replica are stored on storage

ervers, which are selected among the user’s friends, while name

ervers managing the addresses of online replicas and informa-

ion on replica synchronization are stored on external resources,

.e. cloud services. To store a new data, a client connects to one of

he first available storage servers and submits a store-request mes-

age. Instead, to retrieve new objects, a client requests the list of

nline replicas from the cloud server and contact one of them. 

In Vegas [52] , friend nodes exchange one or more addresses of

xternal services. In case two friends want to exchange a message,

ne of them selects an external resource and sends the message to

t. These external resources act as mailboxes and they can be im-

lemented by email, SMS, instant messaging, and micro blogging

like Twitter). 

.1.2. Active dissemination methods 

Several active dissemination methods are based on gossip tech-

iques. The gossip-based update dissemination protocol proposed

n [10] uses two gossip protocols to propagate an update: rumor
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mongering protocol and an anti-entropy protocol. The rumor mon-

gering protocol, is based on a push exchange strategy, where nodes

periodically select a neighbour node, and send (push) the content

to this node. This approach is used to disseminate updates quickly,

however it may generate several messages. For this reason, the

protocol is complemented by an anti-entropy push-pull protocol

[53] . The protocol runs in background with respect to rumor mon-

gering and guarantees that all nodes that become and remain on-

line for a long enough period eventually receive all updates. 

[10] focuses only on the rumor morgering protocol and ob-

serves that the standard protocol has to be modified to take into

consideration the characteristics of social networks. As a matter of

fact, in complex networks clusters are not uniformly distributed

like in others complex networks and, for this reason, dissemination

proceeds very quickly in the regions characterized by an higher

level of clustering and generates lots of duplicates. [10] improves

the protocol by piggybacking histories on each message and by

defining a set of selection strategies that take into account the

topological properties of social networks. Histories are useful in

highly clusterized regions of the network, because they record who

received a given update and allow nodes to not re-send an update

to nodes known to have it. Furthermore, three strategies are con-

sidered to select the node receiving the update: a random, an anti-

centrality and a fragmentation-aware heuristics. In the first heuris-

tics, a node is chosen uniformly at random as in [53] . The anti-

centrality selection strategy assigns to nodes a selection probability

that is inversely proportional to their degree so avoiding to favour

the propagation in high density regions at the expense of low den-

sity ones. The fragmentation-aware heuristics computes the frag-

mentation of a node as the number of connected components that

remain in the graph built by considering the neighbourhood of the

node if it is removed. The protocol must guarantee that at least

a node for each connected component in the fragmented graph is

selected. 

In [54] a new epidemic protocol able to spread social updates in

SO-based DOSN overlays is proposed. Social updates are spread by

exploiting a novel centrality index, the Weighted Ego Betweenness

Centrality (WEBC), which discriminates the shortest paths cross-

ing an ego according to the weights of the edges on those paths.

The information diffusion algorithm first discovers the community

in the 2-hops ego-network of a node. When the node generates

a social update, it selects a neighbour for each community and

sends a copy of the update to it. The diffusion of the update in-

side the community is performed by a gossip protocol guided by

the knowledge of the WEBC of its nodes computed with respect to

nodes that generate the social update. 

GoDisco [55] focuses on dissemination of social data by both

using exclusively social links and exploiting a semantic context.

Nodes inform their neighbours about their interests and they keep

track of the behavior of their neighbors. This knowledge is used in

the dissemination phase by mapping the semantic value of a mes-

sage to the interests of the neighbour nodes. As an extension of

this work, in [56] authors proposes GoDisco++. The novelty is the

exploration of a multi-dimensional social network, whose seman-

tics can be exploited to achieve better dissemination characteris-

tics. Social triads are exploited to avoid duplication among nodes.

The essential idea is to avoid forwarding a message to the common

neighbors of the node. Furthermore, the approach uses a feedback

derived locally by nodes by exploiting the experience gained from

previous disseminations. 

In [57] an approach exploiting selective propagation of social

data is proposed. It takes into account interactions between users

to model the strength of relationships in an area of specified in-

terest between interacting users. Users tag their updates according

to the interest area. For the propagation of social data belonging

to a specific interest, the strength of relationship between users is
omputed and it is increased or decreased according to the inter-

ction between users. Initially, the system has an equal value of

elationship strength for all the users, so that propagation of social

ata reaches all friends of the user. Afterwards, all changes to the

elationship cause a selective propagation of data, according to an

nterest level and filtering of irrelevant data. 

.1.3. Hybrid approaches 

Some approaches exploit both request-reply and a gossip pro-

ocol to acquire knowledge of social data. In Cachet [58] data

re stored encrypted on a DHT. However, since access to contents

tored on the DHT can take hundreds of seconds, and thus it is

npractical for a real social network, a gossip-based social caching

lgorithm is also exploited. In this way, social trust relationships

re exploited in combination with the DHT, to optimize the perfor-

ance of the system. When a node joins the system, it performs a

et of DHT-look-ups to identify some on-line contacts, then it con-

acts them to obtain information about the presence status of fur-

her mutual contacts. After this process, if the presence status of

ome other contact is unknown, the DHT is accessed again for re-

rieving the status of these contacts. New updates are immediately

ropagated to online social contacts. When an offline user comes

ack online, a presence protocol is used to locate online contacts

nd query them directly for updates. Social contents and updates

re retrieved by using a pull-push gossip protocol. When a node n

s contacted by another node m , it pushes all the cached objects

hat m is authorized to read. 

. Privacy and Security 

DOSNs effectively address the main privacy concern of central-

zed OSNs, because personal data are no more under the control

f a centralized provider, such as in Facebook, but are managed

y the users themselves. Users do not depend on an external OSN

ervice provider to maintain their data, and the absence of a sin-

le control point cuts out several privacy breaches. However, the

ecentralization of OSN services raises new privacy and security

hallenges that were previously addressed by the central authority.

In this section, we aim at identifying the security problems aris-

ng from the decentralization of data. For this purpose, we refine

he classification presented in [59] of security and privacy issues in

SNs. We focus our attention on security and privacy issues that

oncern DOSNs and organize them into the following categories: 

• Privacy breaches: all the attacks that try to strike the users’ pri-

vacy exploiting the huge amount of users’ data available in the

system. 

• Impersonation attacks: the attacks related to the creation of

fake profiles used to access data that are not public. 

• Viral Marketing: the spamming and phishing attacks that use

the OSN services to disseminate unsolicited messages or mali-

cious software to get users’ confidential informations. 

.1. Privacy breaches 

OSN users produce a huge amount of contents and personal

nformation that they would like to share only with their direct

riends. However, in centralized OSN all data are stored in the

erver(s) of the service provider and users must trust that it pro-

ects all their personal information. [59] highlights several privacy

reaches: centralized, distributed, and from third party. Here, we

ocus only on the distributed privacy breaches due to the decen-

ralized nature of DOSNs. To this end, firstly, let’s define the secu-

ity properties that a DOSN should ensure to their users: 

Confidentiality . This is the primary security requirement in

OSN. User’s data must be protected from unauthorized access
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Table 1 

Privacy violations through contents’ metadata. 

Category Metadata Possible inferences Countermeasures 

Stored Content Size Content type, content property, content fingerprint Padding, uniform block sizes 

Structure List-sizes (num. comments, num. pictures) Clean encryption headers, two-layers authorization, 

placeholder entries 

Modification History Frequencies of status updates, commenting, etc. Noise (dummy change operations) 

Access Control Mechanisms Encryption Header Content audience size or even identities, num. of 

friends 

Adapted encryption schemes (attribute-based 

encryption, broadcast encryption) 

Key Distribution Friend status changes 

Key reutilization Same content audience 

Communication Flows Direct Connections IP address, usage patterns Communication anonymisation, caching, noise, 

careful protocol design 

Structure List-sizes (num. comments, num. pictures) Clean encryption headers, two-layers authorization, 

placeholder entries 

Modification History frequencies of status updates, commenting, etc. noise (dummy change operations) 
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nd only those users who are explicitly authorized by the content

wner can read it. 

Anonymity . The identity of users and the type of relationship

etween them should not be inferred by observing the events oc-

urring in the DOSNs. Hence, users’ identities must be anonymized

nd remain hidden from third untrusted parties, as well as the ac-

ions performed by the users. 

Integrity . Users’ identity and their data must be protected

gainst unauthorized modification and tampering. DOSNs must en-

ure that the contents posted by users’ friends are not corrupted. 

Authentication . The authentication has to assure the existence of

eal persons behind a registered OSN profile. 

To guarantee confidentiality, users need mechanisms to define

ho can access their data by using access control policies, at differ-

nt levels of granularity, provided by the system. Only users who

ave the permission of the owner can read and/or write the con-

ents. Moreover, communication between trusted parties and the

nformation about all users and their actions should remain hid-

en from any other part, internal or external to the system. The

ender and the receiver of the communication must be authen-

icated and the communication itself must provide confidentiality

nd integrity. 

Currently, most DOSNs address the privacy issues coupling a

istributed approach with encryption techniques. This is largely

dopted in DHT-based DOSNs, where data is stored on untrusted

odes. Typically, social contents in OSNs are small sized and each

ata should be encrypted separately for different sets of recipients

o achieve fine-grained access control. The decryption of the so-

ial contents generated by friends might be quite time consuming,

hen the number of contents to access is large. As a consequence,

he design of current DOSNs may suffer from performance issues

rising due to the fragmented structure of the data. 

Since asymmetric cryptography is more computationally inten-

ive than symmetric cryptography, encryption systems based solely

n asymmetric cryptography are not generally used. Most of the

urrent DOSNs are based on the conjunction of symmetric and

symmetric cryptography, which is much more efficient since the

bject itself is encrypted using a symmetric cipher, and then the

ymmetric key is encrypted multiple times with the public keys of

he receivers. However, if the number of users accessing the con-

ent is high, the overhead required by first encrypting the content

ith a symmetric key and then by encrypting the symmetric key

ith the asymmetric keys, is quite significant [60] . The authors in

60] analyzed the existing security mechanisms for DOSNs by com-

aring them in terms of efficiency, functionality and privacy. 

A large collection of papers seek to propose cryptographic

echanisms more suitable for DOSNs. Gunnar Kreitz et al. [61] fo-

us on the problem of cryptographic primitives that hide the users’

ata but reveal access policies and they introduce Predicate En-

ryption (PE) [62] , like the Attribute Based Encryption (ABE). A
ser profile is defined as a set of multiple objects encrypted for

ifferent users. Additionally, a Bloom filter is used to store users

ho can decipher the objects. Datta et al. [63] use a threshold-

ased scheme to address the problem of back up and recovery of

he user’s private key in a network of untrusted servers. To im-

rove security of the secret sharing protocol they propose a mech-

nism to select the most trustworthy delegates based on the social

elationships among users. 

Encrypting the content is not enough to hide all sensitive in-

ormation from attackers, because they could infer sensitive per-

onal information from the properties of the contents (such as

ize, structure, packet header, etc.) and, in general, from metadata.

ote that, in a centralised OSN, the users content is managed by

 single party that acts as an intermediary hiding metadata infor-

ation from requesting users. Thus, meta-data can be inspected

y the central provider, but information is hidden from everyone

lse. Istead, in a DOSN, several parties are involved in storing and

ommunicating social content, and even if encryption is employed,

ore parties can access such information and this aggravates the

roblem. 

The authors in [64] identify the privacy problems that arise

hen metadata of the contents are shown (see Table 1 ). They clas-

ify the problems raised by inference from the metadata into three

ategories: (i) inferences from the stored content can reveal size,

tructure and modification history of the related content; (ii) in-

erences from access control mechanisms might allow conclusions

bout a user’s social events; (iii) inferences from metadata’s com-

unication flows (such as direct connection between users or re-

uests for content sharing) allow to infer information about usage

atterns, interests or IP address of the users. Finally, the authors

ist the countermeasures in order to mitigate the described meta-

ata attacks. However, there is not a comprehensive solution that

overs all the problems highlighted. 

Authentication has to assure the existence of real persons be-

ind registered OSN members. The most important impersonation

ttacks which can be made in a OSN will be presented in the next

ection. Most of them can be faced only through the deployment

f strong authentication techniques. 

Only some DOSN face the problem of defining an authentica-

ion service and most of these proposal use centralized identifica-

ion services. For instance Safebook [8] uses a centralized trusted

hird party service, the Trusted Identification Service (TIS). A new

ser has to be invited by one of its real life friends who is already

 Safebook member. Then, the user contacts the TIS and provides

ts identity, together with a proof of owning it. The TIS sends to

he user an identifier and a certificate associating the identifier to

he user’s public key. Even if the use of a centralized trusted third

arty service seems to be at odds with the idea of decentralization

nd may be not acceptable from the users of a DOSN, a central

uthority (trusted third party) seems hard to avoid, at least in the
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bootstrapping phase. Other mechanisms, like authentication by in-

person contacts, when friends meet in real life and exchange keys

over their phones can also be exploited. An alternative proposal is

that of [65] , which exploits OpenID, an open-standard for decen-

tralized ID management. In OpenID, each user is provided with an

identity token asserting the user identity. The token specifies the

issuing authority and it is digitally signed and may be optionally

be encrypted for confidentiality. Unlike system exploiting a single

centralized authentication authority, OpenID allows the use of a

set of distributed authorities and, therefore, it is a solution more

suited for DOSNs. 

As concerns anonymity, almost all current DOSNs proposals

don’t provide any strategies to guarantee this property. An excep-

tion is SafeBook, which presents a decentralized approach which

faces the anonymity problem by guaranteeing anonymous com-

munications through the Matryoshka overlay (see Section 7.2 ). In-

deed, nodes are connected through radial paths on which messages

flow from the outermost shell to the innermost one by obfuscat-

ing the communication. Another example of system that provide

anonymity is Vegas. Vegas guarantees that a user cannot be linked

to some referenced content by increasing his anonymity. Indeed,

only the user and his friends know the address of datastores, used

to store data (see Section 7.3 ), and the directory structure to con-

tent mapping. 

As concerns the integrity property, it should guarantee the pre-

vention of unauthorized data modification. A solution could be

used classical cryptographic techniques, such as digital signature,

to guarantee integrity of social contents. For instance, in SafeBook,

the TIS, explained before, is also used to guarantee data integrity.

Indeed, the TIS sends a pseudonym to each user. The pseudonym

is used to guarantee integrity and confidentiality to all messages,

which are signed using the senders pseudonym private key and

encrypted using the receivers pseudonym public key. 

6.2. Impersonation attacks 

Impersonation threats in OSNs such as creating fake profiles

used by OSN hackers to launch cloning attacks, are considered one

of the hot topics for OSN security. The intruder seeks to create

fake profiles to setup fake relations with the victim’s friends and

to mount malicious activities such as misusing the reputations of

the OSN users. Impersonating user’s identity in OSNs is considered

one of the open issues from security and privacy point of view

considering that these kind of attacks enable the attacker to have

access to a huge amount of social data (name, gender, job, educa-

tion, photos, etc...). The default options in OSNs such as Facebook

is that everyone can access to a profile of another user even if does

not belong to its friend list. 

We list the major impersonation attacks in OSNs: 

Identity Theft :a malicious user acquires the credentials of autho-

rized users and acts on their behalf, then the attacker sends re-

quests to the friends of cloned victim. The hope of the intruder is

to gain the trust of these users. By establishing friendship relation-

ships with the contacts of the victim the attacker can access the

sensitive personal information of these contacts. 

Profile Clone : a malicious user builds a copy of another user’s

profile. 

Profile Porting: a malicious user creates a profile under the vic-

tim’s identity in an OSN where the victim in not present. 

Profile Harvesting : a malicious user gathers data on the partici-

pant for purposes that the victims have not considered. 

Defamation and Ballot Stuffing : a malicious user forges the rep-

utation of a person using the system. 

The impersonation attacks are similar in a centralized and in a

distributed environment. Currently, no definitive defense can pro-

tect against such attacks. Most of the existing proposals suggest
o increase users’ alertness concerning their acceptance of friend

equests, while others exploit challenge-response protocols to dif-

erentiate people from bots. 

.3. Viral Marketing and Spammers 

Viral marketing [66] is a technique, which has recently achieved

uge commercial success, to spread commercial advertisements

hrough social networks links. OSNs are a suitable target for viral

arketing because it is possible to reach a large number of users

y spreading information through friends and friends-of-friends re-

ationships. Specifically, spamming refers to unsolicited, unwanted

social) contents sent to all the users ( broadcast spamming ) or to

 specific subset of them ( contex-aware spamming ). Spammers can

xploit social information and services of the social platform to en-

ance the propagation of their messages over the network. The au-

hors in [67] showed how spammers can guide spam towards spe-

ific regions, by leveraging only the public information available in

SNs. 

A DOSN should include mechanisms able to limit the viral dis-

emination of advertisements or malicious software on peers of

he system. In centralized OSNs, spam control is enforced by the

entralized administration of the platform, but DOSNs require new

istributed and decentralized methods for spam prevention. How-

ver, the characteristics of a DOSN, such as the limited network

nowledge and the diffusion of the information on a unreliable

etwork , make the implementation of the viral marketing more

ifficult. 

. DOSNs: current proposals 

In this section we introduce a set of relevant DOSN proposals

y classifying them according to the three classes introduced in

ection 2 : DHT-based, SO-based, or External resources-based. 

.1. DHT-based proposals 

Table 2 summarizes the main proposals of DHT-based DOSNs

nd their characteristics. In the first four proposals reported in the

able, the DHT is exploited to store social content, while in the last

hree proposals the DHT is exploited as an indexing service. 

First of all, it is worth noticing that most proposals use the Pas-

ry [68] DHT, and this may be due to the availability of FreePas-

ry, an open-source stable implementation of Pastry. Only PeerSon

69,70] exploits OpenDHT, but the authors point out that it has

een shown unreliable. Furthermore most proposals use the basic

ut/get DHT API for the management of social content, while only

ifeSocial.KOM exploits a higher level service, i.e. PAST, built upon

he DHT. PAST ia a distributed file system that guarantees both au-

omatic data replication over the DHT, and retrieval of one of the

tored copies. Finally, it is worth noticing that ABE is the encryp-

ion technique mostly used. As a matter of fact, ABE allows users

o specify access control policies suitable for a social network. For

nstance, users can define policies based on the identities of the

ontacts, on their attributes and on groups of contacts. 

We recall that the goal of all the proposals described in the fol-

owing is to provide the basic functionalities of a OSN, but without

he drawback of privacy loss. These functionalities should include,

t least, the possibility to establish social links, to define a user’s

igital personal space, and communication channels supporting the

haring of social content among the users. In general, the DHT is

sed to support these functionalities. 

DECENT [14] is an example of a DOSN fully based on a DHT

hich guarantees cryptographic protections for confidentiality and

ntegrity. As shown in Section 3 , DECENT defines container objects
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Table 2 

A comparison of DHT-based DOSNs 

DOSN year DHT Mobile devices Storage Diffusion Privacy 

PeerSon 2009 OpenDHT yes DHT Request/Reply (DHT) PKI 

LifeSocial.KOM 2011 FreePastry no DHT - PAST Request/Reply (DHT) Broadcast 

Encryption 

DECENT 2012 FreePastry/Kademlia no DHT Request/Reply (DHT) access control + ABE 

Cachet 2012 FreePastry no DHT Request/Reply (DHT + Gossip) access control + ABE 

My3 2011 not specified no Replication on Trusted Nodes (Trusted 

Proxy Set Nodes) 

Request/Reply (through Trusted 

Proxy Set Nodes) 

Encryption-based 

Access Control 

GemStone 2011 Pastry no Data Holding Agents (may be untrusted) Request/Reply ABE encryption 

SOUP 2014 FreePastry yes Mirror Nodes (may be untrusted) Request/Reply ABE encryption 
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hat store both any type of social content, like profiles, posts, com-

ents to posts, etc, and a list of comments/annotations. The con-

ainer objects are mapped on the DHT using an object identifier as

HT key. In addition to the standard get and put requests, DECENT

upports also an append operation, which is used to add a com-

ent reference to an existing object. Data objects are encrypted

y using an ABE encryption technique to provide confidentiality.

ach object has three access policies associated with it: a read, a

rite and an append policy. Each policy may be attribute-based,

dentity based, or a combination of both. An example of policy is

( friend ∧ coworker ) ∨ family ). The read policy is enforced through the

se of ABE cryptographic protocols, while the write and append

olicies are enforced through a combination of cryptography and

pecialized DHT functionalities. To ensure a higher level of avail-

bility, several replicas are stored in the DHT, generally exploiting

he neighbors of the node in the DHT. Each object is paired with a

ersion number and a user can query all the replicas and use the

reshest one. 

PeerSon [69,70] has been one of the first proposal of DOSN, so

t mainly deals with recreating the core features of OSNs in a de-

entralized way, in particular in the definition of a P2P storage sys-

em that takes into account the characteristics of OSN usage for

toring social content. Advanced social networking features are not

aken into account. PeerSon is a two-tier architecture in which one

ier is implemented by a DHT and it serves as a look-up service.

he second tier consists of peers and contains the user data, such

s user profiles. The DHT stores only the meta-data required to

earch users and their data. Social data are stored on users devices

hat can directly exchange contents with other users. In PeerSon

irect connection between devices is exploited. Indeed, communi-

ations between users are directly P2P when both are online, in-

tead an asynchronous messaging support is available when users

re not online at the same time. 

LifeSocial.KOM [15] is a plugin-based architecture that provides

he common functionalities of OSNs. An unique feature of LifeSo-

ial.KOM is that its functionalities are implemented in individual

oftware components, called plugins, which can be loaded and up-

ated at run time. This plugin-based architecture enables an easy

xtension of the social network. LifeSocial.KOM uses a DHT, in de-

ail FreePastry [71] and PAST [72] as data storage. Data are totally

istributed and encrypted so that only authorized users can ac-

ess data. Replication is used to provide data availability. The main

haracteristics of the last proposal where data are stored in the

HT, i.e. Cachet [58] , has been presented in Section 5.1.3 . 

Let us now present some proposals that exploit the DHT as an

ndexing service. My3 [32] is a DHT-based DOSN which exploits

he trust relationships among users to improve the availability of

ata in the network. Users’ profiles are hosted only on a set of self-

hosen trusted nodes, called Trusted Proxy Set (TPS). A user u and

ts set of trusted nodes (TPS) are stored in the DHT in the form of

key,value) pair, with key being the identifier of the user and value

eing references to the members of the TPS . This mapping is use-

ul for contacting the nodes where the profile of a particular user
s stored. The user trusts these nodes both for storing its profile

ontent and for enforcing access control on the access requests.

he selection of the TPS is guided by considering both the avail-

bility and the performance of the acquaintances as well as their

eographical location. 

Gemstone [21] acts as a middleware between social applications

nd the networking stack. It is a DHT-based DOSN in which the

HT stores routable identifiers of users, profile locations and in-

ormation about the Data Holding Agents (DHAs), which represent

 set of replica peers used to ensure data availability when the

wners of data are offline. The choice of replicas nodes takes into

ccount different selection strategies based on both temporal and

ocial graph information. 

SOUP [73] is based on the Pastry DHT and uses replication

n mirrors nodes to increase data availability. The DHT stores the

dentifiers of mirror nodes. Note that, like most of the other ap-

roaches, SOUP use an ABE encryption to guarantee data confiden-

iality. The most interesting feature of SOUP is that it leverages so-

ial relationships in the mirror selection process. Each node n ob-

erves, for each friend f in the social graph, the behaviour of n ’s

irrors, i.e. if the mirror has been able to provide f ’s data. Each

ode periodically receives from its friend these observations about

ts mirrors and ranks them according to their reliability. The higher

 mirror is ranked, the more likely it will make the node’s data

vailable. 

Finally it is worth noticing that only a few DOSNs, like SOUP

nd Prometheus, which will be shown in the next section, take

nto account that most users exploit mobile devices to access the

ocial network. Since these nodes may experience high churn and

ong response time, these DOSN consider these nodes as less sta-

le when building the DHT. As a matter of fact, in SOUP, a mobile

ode is not directly joint to the DHT but it uses the DHT through

 gateway node that is on the DHT. 

.2. SO-based proposals 

Table 3 summarizes the most relevant characteristics of the SO-

ased DOSNs. The most interesting feature of them is that all the

roposals derive the social overlay from the knowledge of the so-

ial graph and of further specific information dynamically obtained

y running the DOSN. For instance, in DiDuSoNet, the social over-

ay is defined by considering the Dunbar’s circles of an ego and

y defining direct connections only between users connected by a

trong relationship, dynamically computed by considering their in-

eractions. In Safebook, each node is the center of a matryoshka

here the innermost shell is composed of nodes with direct trust

elationships with the core node and each overlay hop connects a

air of nodes belonging to users linked by a trust relationship in

eal life. 

Safebook [8] proposes a three tiers architecture for DOSN with

he main focus on privacy, integrity and availability. Each user in

afeBook has a logical concentric structure called Matryoshka. Ma-

ryoshkas are concentric rings of nodes built around each user
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Table 3 

A comparison of SO-based DOSNs. 

DOSN Year Social Overlay Multiple devices Storage Diffusion Privacy DHT 

SafeBook 2009 Matrioska no Replication on Trusted 

Nodes (in the innermost 

circle of the Matrioska) 

Request/Reply (through 

trusted nodes) 

PKI - 

Prometheus 2010 directed, labeled, and 

weighted 

multi-edged graph 

yes Replication on Trusted 

Nodes 

Request/Reply (through 

Trusted Nodes) 

Encryption-based 

Access Control 

FreePastry 

DiDuSoNet 2015 Dunbar-based no Replication on Trusted 

Nodes (2-replicas per 

node) 

Request/Reply (through 

Trusted Nodes) 

Trust Dunbar’s 

nodes 

Pastry 

Fig. 6. Prometheus: system architecture. 
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that provide a trusted data storage and communication obfusca-

tion through indirection. The ring structure is defined such as each

user is at the center of a ring, and first ring contains the friend

nodes that will host the encrypted user’s data. Safebook takes also

into consideration that, since the social network services pertain-

ing to a user will be provided by this user’s friend nodes, tracing

of communications would easily disclose the friendship relation-

ships in the social network. Safebook’s solution is to protect the

first ring with a second one consisting of nodes such that each one

has a trusted contact with a node on the first ring. Further rings

are built, recursively, through similar trust relationships. Each Ma-

tryoshka, defined by the concentric rings, protects the node, called

the core , in its center, to preserve its privacy. The outermost circle

of the Matryoshkas acts as a gateway for all the requests addressed

to the core. Communication from a node outside the Matryoshka

to the core passes through nodes in the Matryoshka which are

connected through radial paths on which messages recursively can

be relayed from the outermost shell to the core and vice versa. A

complex update protocol is defined to automatically keep valid the

Matryoshkas, even in case of dynamic nodes arrivals and depar-

tures. 

DiDuSoNet [74] is a two-tier system, where the lower level is

implemented by Pastry [68] , and it is used for the bootstrapping

phase, the look-up service, the search of other users, and to re-

trieve lists of replica nodes. The upper level is implemented by a

Dunbar-based social overlay. DiDuSoNet exploits the Dunbar’s ap-

proach [75] to define the social overlay. Dunbar explains that peo-

ple have limited cognitive resources and, for this reason, each per-

son can maintain a limited number of active social relationships.

This limit, which is called the Dunbar’s number, is 150. These 150

contacts can be arranged in concentric circles, where innermost

circles includes contacts with whom a stronger social relationship

is established. DiDuSoNet exploits the Dunbar’s concept as a ba-

sis for the definition of the social overlay. The novelty of this sys-

tem, with respect to the others described so far, is that it is com-

pletely based on trust between users, which is computed by the

tie strength. In DiDuSonNet, the tie strength is calculated by tak-

ing into account different factors such as contact frequency be-

tween the two users, number of likes, posts, comments, private

messages, tags. The social overlay is defined by connecting a user

to all its Dunbar’s contacts. Social data are stored only on trusted

nodes, belonging to the Dunbur circles. Each node can choose two
eplicas, among its Dunbar friends, to have a high level of availabil-

ty. The two replicas are chosen by considering different selection

trategies that use a social score, as presented in [12] , which takes

nto account the tie strength between nodes, the average session

ength, and the connection gain, as explained in Section 4.4.2 . As

oon as one replica becomes unavailable, the other is able to select

nother replica among the online nodes by exploiting the social

core assigned to each node. The system manages both voluntarily

nd involuntarily disconnections of peers . 

Prometheus [76] gathers information about users through social

ensors that are applications running on behalf of the user. Social

ensors are able to retrieve information from other sources, such

s Facebook, and in particular they retrieve interactions with other

sers via email, phone, instant messaging, comments on blogs.

hese are used to create a weighted, directed, and labeled multi-

dged graph, where vertices correspond to users and edges cor-

espond to interactions between users. Fig. 6 shows the architec-

ure of the system. Prometheus is built on top of Pastry [68] and

t uses Past [72] as storage system. Social data are encrypted and

an be stored at any peer. Each peer runs three Prometheus com-

onents for social graph management, privacy management, and

rusted group management, as show in Fig. 6 , where nodes with

he same color are members of a users trusted peer group, in-

tead red edges show group communication for social graph main-

enance, while dashed blue and green edges show social inference

ueries submitted to other peers. Both the social information from

ensors and the social subgraphs are stored and maintained in the

2P network. Information from sensors can be decrypted only by

rusted peers, which are selected by users. 

.3. External Resource-based Proposals 

Table 4 summarizes the characteristics of the main external-

esource based DOSNs. Notice that most proposal exploit cloud

torage as an external service. The basic idea is that cloud stor-

ge provides better availability than ordinary nodes storage. Fur-

hermore, cloud utilities are generally trusted and do not claim

ny rights to the content placed on their infrastructure, like cen-

ral servers of proprietary online social networks. 

We will present each solution by exemplifying its key concepts

efore presenting the details of the solution. 
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Table 4 

A comparison of External Resources-based DOSNs. 

DOSN Year External Resource Mobile devices Storage Diffusion Privacy P2P overlay 

Vis-a-Vis 2011 Cloud Yes External Resources 

(Virtual Indivual 

Servers) 

Request/Reply (Broadcast 

to Virtual Individual 

Servers) 

Unencrypted data on 

trusted VISs 

No 

Vegas 2012 FTP, WebDAV, or a 

cloud storage 

Yes External Resources Request/Reply (Broadcast 

to Datastores) 

Link-specific key pair Social Overlay based on 

relaxed Ego networks 

SuperNova 2012 Cloud No Replication on Chosen 

Nodes + External 

Resources 

(Storekeepers) 

Request/Reply (Broadcast 

to Storekeepers) 

Access Control Super-peers based 

network 

Confidant 2011 Cloud services or 

existing OSNs 

Yes External Resources 

(Replication on 

servers controlled by 

trusted nodes) 

Request/Reply (Broadcast) Attribute-Based Access 

Control (ABAC) 

POSN 2015 Cloud Yes External Resources 

(Cloud Storage) 

Request/Reply (Broadcast) Public Key Encryption Overlay Network 

between Mobile 

nodes 

PrPl 2015 Cloud Yes External Resources 

(Replication on 

Personal Cloud 

Butlers) 

Request/Reply (Broadcast) Decentralized user 

centric identity 

management system 

- 

Diaspora 2010 Cloud Yes Servers (Pods) Request/Reply (Broadcast) SSL Encryption - 
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An interesting proposal is that of Vis-a-Vis [77] whose main

ocus is the definition of a location-aware social network where

sers can join groups and share their location, at different granu-

arity levels, with other members of the group. 

Vis-a-Vis is a fully cloud-based proposal that exploits a feder-

tion of personal Virtual Individual Servers (VISs) which are vir-

ual machines running in a paid cloud-computing environment.

sers store their own data on their VIS and they could access

he location-based groups through clients such as mobile appli-

ations and web browsers. The system supports group creation

here the members of the group share a common interest in a

articular topic. Location-based social networking is supported by

efining, for each group, a location tree where higher nodes rep-

esent coarser geographic regions such as countries, while lower

odes represent finer regions such as cities. While the division of

he map is predefined, users’ geographic locations may be set stat-

cally (e.g., hometown) or updated dynamically (e.g., current GPS

oordinates). Each leaf node corresponds to the VIS of a member

f the group, regardless of the granularity at which members share

heir location, with the only constraint that the VIS must be a leaf

ode within the subtree covering its shared location. Each internal

ode of the tree is managed by its coordinator VIS, which is a VISs

hose shared location is within the region corresponding to the

nternal node. Coordinators are elected through a distributed con-

ensus protocol. The location tree is used to provide efficient, fault-

olerant, and scalable spatial range queries required for retrieving

ll users in a certain region. 

Another interesting feature of Vis-a-Vis is that it is designed to

nter-operate with existing OSNs such as Facebook. For instance,

t is possible to integrate a Vis-a-Vis location-based group into a

acebook group by adding location information to the standard

acebook group. 

Vegas [52] is a hybrid solution in which the DOSN takes advan-

age of external resources to increase the data availability. Vegas

as a social overlay which is represented by ”a relaxed ego net-

ork” where each ego node knows about the direct connection 

ith its friends, but it knows nothing about relationships between

ts friends or between its friends with unknown users. The visibil-

ty of the social graph is restricted to the relaxed ego network. A

ew friendship can be established only in two ways: by a face-to-

ace exchange of the public key or by exchanging it via encrypted

FC or Bluetooth connection, or by a simple protocol used only

o create a friendship between two nodes with a common friend
a triangle). The system enables users to connect with mobile or

tationary client devices and it introduces datastores for the man-

gement of data availability and for device synchronization. Datas-

ores can be implemented as a web resource like FTP, WebDAV, or

 cloud storage. In Vegas, each user holds a unique public key pair

or each of its friends and messages are encrypted. When a user

ants to send a message to a friend, it exchanges the specific pub-

ic key with this friend and it chooses one or more exchangers. An

xchanger represents the abstract concept of a message queue that

s used to transmit messages. The system supports emailing, SMS,

nstant messaging and, micro-blogging (Twitter) as exchanger. This

ystem suffers of several limitations: the creation of new friend-

hips, the search operation to find other users that is not provided

nd also the communication channels used. 

The main idea of SuperNova is to increase data availability by

xploiting the heterogeneity of the nodes to define a set of super-

eers and encourage them to offer their services to the community,

y exploiting also a set of incentives. 

In SuperNova [39] , super-peers may be run either on end user

omputers, or on cloud services. They can help the bootstrap of

ew peers who do not yet have any friends, to maintain a directory

f users to find friends by name or interests, and help peers to dis-

over other peers. Furthermore super-peers store a user’s content

n case it does not have enough friends or if its friends are already

verloaded. The incentives for a node to become a super-peer may

e of various types. Super-peers get more insight in the network.

his could be a self satisfaction for user, as a contributor in mak-

ng the DOSN successful. Super-peer may spread advertisements,

hile serving other nodes content and be rewarded for this. Fur-

hermore, peers contribute to the super-peers reputation, by rating

he service they offer. Reputation is another incentive to improve

heir services. 

When users have established enough relationships, they can se-

ect the storekeepers among their friends or also among further

odes of the network. Storekeepers are list of users who have

greed to keep a replication of another users data. When a node

 is down, then the friends of n can contact storekeepers to access

 s data. Data are stored in encrypted form at the super-peers and

lso at storekeepers. 

Confidant’s main ideas [16] are (1) to exploit the social graph

s a guide to store users data on trusted nodes and (2) to define

eakly consistent replication model to guarantee replica consis-

ency. The idea of storing in plaintext on trusted nodes, is justified
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4 http://microformats.org/wiki/hcard . 
because the nodes of the users’ friends already have read access to

the user’s social content, so they can be allowed to serve the user

data on behalf of the user as well. Like in DiDuSoNet, the strength

of social ties is inferred by the level of interaction between the

users and is exploited to detect trusted friends. The replica set is

synchronized through an epidemic propagation algorithm. 

Users define groups of users, which are identified by names and

are exploited to express access-control policies (ABAC) [78] . For ex-

ample, a user may define groups with attributes such as âǥcollege

friends, or family. 

Confidant relies on two low-cost infrastructures: storage servers

and cloud-based name servers. A storage server hosts users’ data

and authenticates read and write requests. Users can select a small

number of friends’ servers to host replicas of their data and to au-

thorize requests on behalf of the data owner, by executing their

access-control policies. Name servers may be executed on free

cloud services that are assumed to be highly available and are re-

sponsible for maintaining a list of available replicas (like a DNS)

and for maintaining a logical clock used to enables replica synchro-

nizion when replicas come back online. 

POSN [79] is a proposal that totally relies on free of charge

clouds for storing the encrypted data of the users. An interesting

feature of this proposal is that it takes into consideration the secu-

rity problems introduced by enabling users to directly modify the

wall of their friends. In POSN, each user fetch friends’ data from

their personal cloud. Authors observe that if a friend is granted

with write permission to write a comment on the wall, this might

introduce security problems since he/she may intentionally or ac-

cidentally corrupt the file storing the wall’s posts. POSN proposes

to create a file for each specific friend that stores its comments.

The wall may be built by considering the information of these

files. 

In POSN, a new relationship can be created only by using

users’ existing contacts, such as phone numbers or email ad-

dresses. Indeed, the platform can exchange emails or SMS mes-

sages between users to establish tokens that contain the cloud

location and the public keys of friends. In order to provide se-

curity and privacy, data is encrypted before uploading into the

cloud. Every user has a public key, that is exchanged during the

friendship establishment, and shared through the cloud. When

online, users can directly exchange information about common

friends and common friends’ latest posts to optimize the data

distribution. 

In PrPl [65] every user runs a person-centric service called Per-

sonal Cloud Butler, which is a service to organize user’s data and

share them with user’s friends based on private preference, ex-

pressed by users. Larger content such as video, photo, music are

stored in federated storages called Data Stewards. PrPl assumes

that the butler service and users personal storage are deployed

on devices with a high availability and for this reason, the sys-

tem does not provide any replication or caching mechanism. PrPl

relies on the OpenID [80] service for identity management. The

PrPl system utilizes federated, decentralized identity management

enabling secure logins, single sign-on, and communication among

applications in an environment where Butlers belong to different

administration domains. 

The Diaspora network [81] is a network of independent, feder-

ated servers, that are administrated by users, which are used for

storage, communication and access control. Users decide in which

servers their information will be stored, and some users choose to

maintain their own servers in order to keep complete control of

their data. The private servers are called pods and they are dedi-

cated resources to manage the reliable service provision [82] . For

this reason, a pod can be hosted either on own hardware or by a

cloud service. The main data in Diaspora are user profiles, posts

comments, and messages, as Facebook. Users are represented by a
rofile that is stored using the hCard format 4 . Data are stored un-

ncrypted on the servers, and the server administrator has access

o the data. Communication between two users is managed by the

ods they are registered with, and all messages are exchange by

sing the ssl encryption. 

. Conclusions and open problems 

DOSNs represent a valid alternative to centralized OSNs. How-

ver, the decentralization requires specific approaches for the so-

ial data management. This paper presents an analysis of the ex-

sting DOSNs, focusing on the techniques to manage social contents

n a distributed framework. In detail, the paper highlights three

ajor problems for data management: data availability, informa-

ion diffusion, and privacy. We describe in detail the problem of

ata availability by introducing a classification of the main tech-

iques proposed to increase the availability of social contents. We

ntroduce the problem of information diffusion and we classify cur-

ent approaches into two major classes. We also describe the pri-

acy and security problems arising in these systems. Moreover, we

ropose an overview of current DOSN proposals, first focusing on

he main novel ideas they introduce, then giving a deeper presen-

ation of their characteristics. 

To conclude, we now discuss some limitations and open prob-

ems of current DOSNs that currently limit their widespread diffu-

ion. 

During the last years, DOSNs have been considered a new

aradigm to implement social networks. However, despite the fact

hat Diaspora (one of the first and most popular examples of

OSN) has collected more than 40 0,0 0 0 users, other DOSNs have

till limited impact. The main problem is that a few centralized

ocial service providers like Facebook, managed by big companies,

ave dominated the OSNs market, attracting millions of users by

ffering advanced functionalities, and, consequently, people are re-

uctant to leave a network including so many contacts and ad-

anced functionalities. Although this might change due to the re-

ent emergence of huge data leaks, this problem does not seem so

ressing for most users of Facebook, or other centralized OSNs. 

In addition to acceptance issues, there are still technical issues

hat DOSN should solve to have the possibilty to make an impact.

irst of all DOSNs have still to solve several problems and offer the

ull range of functionalities of centralized OSNs. We describe the

ain problems that limit the diffusion of DOSN below: 

Groups and Communities management . Groups and communities

onsist of an aggregation of users that share some common in-

erests and their management is considered of great interest to-

ay. People join a community because they care about the com-

on interests that glue the community members together. Some of

hem may join because they feel the urge to contribute to a cause

ustained by the community; others join because they can bene-

t from being part of the community. Similar to a community, a

roup is a feature of many OSNs which allows users to share com-

on interest. The management of groups/communities of users in

OSNs, still rises several challenges, in terms of information dif-

usion, and data management due to the dynamism of DOSNs. In-

eed, there is the need of specific algorithms to manage commu-

ities or groups in dynamic environments, as described in [83] . A

rst contribution in this direction is proposed in [84] , where a dis-

ributed protocol to detect and manage communities in a DOSN is

roposed. 

Privacy issues . Current DOSNs offer several mechanisms to ad-

ress the privacy issues. However, there are still open problems.

or example that of the impersonation attacks or the privacy

http://microformats.org/wiki/hcard
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reaches coming from third-party applications accepted by users

o get additional functionalities. 

Monitoring the evolution of the social network . OSNs offer ad-

anced functionalities to search and add new users to the friend

ist, like link prediction [85] . This is a useful tool both to un-

erstand the evolution of the network and to suggest relation-

hips that may appear in a future network configuration. The pre-

iction of a link (such as the link existence, type, its associated

eight, etc.) is a classical problem in complex networks analysis

86] . However, DOSNs currently do not provide functionalities to

uggest new friendship relations, because of the lack of distributed

lgorithms for the prediction of links. 

Mobile communication . Nowadays, nearly 80% of all time spent

n social media is from mobile nodes. At the same time, mo-

ile phones are becoming more powerful, in particular in terms

f battery life and connectivity. However, among existing DOSNs,

nly a few provide support for mobile access. PeerSoN enables di-

ect exchange of data between devices to allow opportunistic and

elay-tolerant networking. To support mobile users, SOUP mini-

izes data transfer and resource consumption on mobile nodes.

o summarize, even if a support for mobile communication is re-

lly important, it is still an open problem for most DOSNs. 

Trust vs. Encryption Most existing DOSNs use classic encryp-

ion techniques (symmetric or asymmetric encryption), to guaran-

ee privacy and anonymity. Encryption adds some overhead in both

he time and space domains. In [87] , authors propose an analy-

is of the encryption cost during both join and leave operations

n DHT-based DOSNs. However, one of the major cost concerns the

ecryption of content during users’ requests. Contents are often re-

uested and modified by users, for example when a post is pub-

ished or a comment to a post is inserted. In [60] , authors present

 detailed analysis of the cost of encryption in terms of storage

ost, encryption/decryption time, transmission cost and, the man-

gement of groups. An alternative solution is to avoid encryption

y storing content, in clear, on trusted nodes. Trust is widely ac-

epted as a major component of human social relationships and is

 characteristic of real life where people rely on trusted persons.

n general, trust is a measure of confidence that can be evaluated

y analysing the interactions between users. DiDuSoNet [74] and

onfidant [16] are the only DOSNs in which encryption is not used

nd data are stored, in clear, on trusted node. 

The automatic evaluation of trustworthiness can be considered

till an open problem strictly tied to the evaluation the nature of

n interaction of two users. We think that an approach combining

ncryption and trust could be a good solution that overcome the

ain limitations of both of them when they are used individually. 
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